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All,
Something on naming. Though it is concurred that the name McElligott is an 
Irish variation of Elliot, it is felt that Ellot is a Border/Northumberland 
variation of Elliot. It should be noted that the likelihood of Ellot of 
Ulster because Armstrong of Ulster were reset/resettled in Southern Ireland, 
that some of Ellot of Ulster could have been resettled southward and taken 
on an already establish Irish name of McElligott.
Mark

Another name have been following is the name Gawain. 

It is felt that Gawain, became an important name for the inter-family tutored 
of the Lariston/Horseleyhill line, and the readings at the time would be of 
King Arthor of Camelot, and Sir Lanelot, and Gawain son of Lot. 

The name Hospaslot, where lot was consistent with an own portion of Ettrick 
Forest, and in Elwald, wald is German/Nordic for forest, utilized that way in 
north Northumbria. Elwald is a name of a Saint Elwald which is said to have 
bones buried south of the border at Hexam Abbey. So by changing the name 
from the Saintly name of Elwald at the time of the Reformation showed that 
the Redheugh family was not Catholic or of The Church of England which 
retained their saints, but still maintaining the meaning of forest stead.



Above the name Gavin is used for Gawain, before 1540 so the surname is 
Elwald, recording a deed (sasine) fro Patrick Hepburn Earl of Bothwell who 
acquired the Hermitage Castle from Archibald “Bell the Cat” Douglas.



Shows the interchangeability of  of Gawain or Gavin.



Gawane another form of the Gawain.



So in Scotland the name is Gawain or Gavin.

What does it become in Ulster?



It becomes Gowan.

Gowan is a River in Cumbria, south of the west Scottish Border.





Gowen is felt to be the Irish form of the word.

Ellot forenames on 1630 Ulster, Gawen (likely one should be Gowan), 
Gawen, Gawyn, Gawyn. The difference between the surname and the 



forename.



Name Gawain can go to Gowan in Ulster.

The above shows MacGavin, McGowin, and other variation.

The when Gowan is used as a forename in Ulster it's origins is Gawain, when 
used as a surname it's origins may be Gowan. 

Gowan has one origin, but in Ulster the name 
forename Gawain, became Gowan.



Where the surname Elwald becomes Ellot/Ellet.

The name Elliot has one one origin, also develops as a Breton-Norman-
French name develops many various. Where Elwald when the Anglo-
Scandinavian saintly name is dropped it goes towards Ellot then Ellet.

The name Elwald evolve to Elliot in East Riding, it can be seen were 
Thomas, and Robert have adopted the name Ellet by 1617. 

Though it is felt some of the Elliot names shown one the map above could be 
from a direct Breton-French-Norman origin, others were of an Anglo-
Scandinavian-German origin of the name Elwald become Elliot showing a 
high percentage of Elliot where some came from Denmark and at first had 



and Anglo-Saxon name of Elwald. The maps show a density of people 
without surname migrating from Denmark then had adopted the name Elwald 
in East Riding Yorkshire, to later adopt forms of Ellot/Ellet which becomes 
basically Elliot then Elliott. This name is developed from a variant which 
Breton-Noman-French naming conventions utilized many variants, of Ellot 
or Ellet then defaulting to Elliot, in name retention with is a linguistic naming 
convention of the Scandinavians, a convention which is found among the 
Borders of the sixteenth century, and still maintained by their descendants. 

Mt Ayr, Iowa high school, my dad has told me had out of 65 had 17 with the 
name of Bob (Hob) Robert.

A Breton variant of Ælyot (of A or E, “y” or “i” or just an “e” or “o” doubling 
the “l” or “t”), but after adopting the name reusing it as the Scandinavians 
would.



Showing where the name Ellet, likely was Elwald at one time.

Mark Elliott                                                                3/29/2013


